
Pricing Framework

Plan Costs

Our ‘pay-as-you-go’ pricing model

Designed for occasional searches, it has an 
annual service charge and content is 
charged at the standard retail price.  

If you’re able to commit to an annual spend 
of at least $2,500, we are able to offer 
discounts on document access and will 
waive the service charge. 

The unlimited usage plan

When you need unlimited access to specific 
databases, this plan provides the most cost 
effective approach, with an annual fixed fee,  
no service charge and free search alerts and 
RSS feeds.    

Transactional Subscription

Transactional Subscription

Service Fee
$360 every six 

months*
Varies according to 

database subscription

Cost of 
accessing 

content

Full retail price**
N/A - Included in 

plan cost

Alerting 
Service 

Included in plan cost
Pricing for alerts and 
RSS feeds calculated 
according to usage 

*Service fee waived for customers able to commit to annual spend of at least $2,500 
**Discounts available for customers able to commit to annual spend of at least $2,500 

Tailored packages combining transactional and subscription models

We can create bespoke pricing packages that match your specific requirements by 
combining our transactional and subscription models. 

For example, we can provide cost-effective subscription access to biomedical databases 
Medline and Embase, together with transactional access to all of the other biomedical 
databases on Dialog, such as Biosis Previews or International Pharmaceutical Abstracts. 

Mix and Match

We provide the most flexible pricing framework in the industry. No matter the size of 
your business, we can create a tailored pricing package based on your budget and the 
content you need, using a combination of our transactional and subscription pricing 

models.   



If you have any questions about our pricing models, or would like to sign up for 
access to Dialog, get in touch with us at sales@dialog.com

Transactional Subscription

“I need access to 
a large range of 

content and don’t 
want to be tied 

down to a single 
database”

“I want unlimited 
access to a 

specific set of 
databases 

through Dialog’s 
search interface”

Which one is right for me?

Plan Features

Mix and Match

“I need complete 
access to a 

specific database, 
but occasionally 
need to search a 
wider range of 

literature”

Sa

“I have a fixed 
annual budget but 

need a lot of 
content for 

different projects”

XML Expor
nativ

Search and Discovery
Create search sets, filter, refine and expand queries across 

all databases, and browse search results. 

Search and Alert Service
Our dedicated team can work with you to create and 

maintain your search strategies and alerts. 

Saved Searches Save and edit search queries.

Alerts Daily, weekly or monthly alerts for new search content.

Shared Alerts
Let other users subscribe to your saved alerts and receive 

the search results.

Content
View and export documents in a variety of formats 

including MS Word, Excel, PDF, XML, and other common file 
types.

Full Text Integration with 
Reprints Desk

Cost-effective access to rent or purchase full-text 
articles.

Administrator Module (PAM) Control branding and organisation-level settings. 

Service Fee
Allows for the creation of unlimited user IDs, and provides 

complete access to Dialog’s customer services and training 
resources.


